
• Draining of peat lands for plantation 
agriculture, causing the deep layers of peat 
to dry out.
• Clearing land for timber.
• Droughts.
• Burnt areas resume burning.
• Throwing out lit cigarettes, arson and 
activities such as land-clearing with �re.

• They produce a lot of smoke and release 
large amounts of carbon dioxide into the 
atmosphere.
• They can burn for days and weeks,
even under relatively wet conditions.
• Deemed the largest �res on Earth
in terms of their carbon footprint.

What is
a peat �re

The problem

• Fire that results
from peat – partially 
decomposed plant matter 
formed in wetlands that is 
sometimes harvested
as fuel.
• Unlike forest �res,
it tends to travel 
underground and can 
resurface anywhere, 
making it much harder
to combat.
• It is �ameless and of
a lower temperature than 
forest �res. It spreads 
slowly but when the
right conditions are met, 
peat catches �re.

A smouldering problem
Haze from Indonesian forest �res has shrouded Singapore skies for days. Some have identi�ed �res burning on degraded peat lands and idle scrubland in the province of Riau, 
Sumatra, as the main contributors to the haze affecting Singapore and Malaysia. The Straits Times looks at what a peat �re really is.

Small �res or even 
cigarettes can set 
dry peatland alight.

1 The �res can spread underground to the 
peatland’s depths, which range from less 
than 10cm to more than 4m in Indonesia.

Peat (dead plant debris)

Topsoil

To quench the �res completely
requires saturating the peatland with 
water – which is dif�cult for �re�ghters.
Heavy storms might do this.
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A peat �re can smoulder for months 
underground and spread to other
places before resurfacing to propagate 
the blaze.
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NOTE: Drawing is not to scale.


